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Abstract 
Active databases couple database technology with rule-based programming and offer a 
natural way to develop applications in which the shared properties of data are centralised 
instead of being scattered among application programs. Unfortunately, designing, imple
menting and evolving applications based on the active database paradigm is still a very 
difficult task, mostly due to the poor understanding of the semantic issues underlying 
active rules. This paper provides a categorization of the dimensions of active database se
mantics and provides a uniform model to describe rules with different behaviours, capable 
of expressing the features of most commercial system and research prototypes. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

An active database is a database system extended with active rules, i.e., stored procedures 
automatically invoked by the DBMS when specific events occur. 

The best known form of active rule is called Event-Condition-Action (ECA); ECA rules 
have a threefold pattern: the event part specifies the event(s) that must occur for the 
rule to be awakened; the condition part express a precondition for executing the rule; the 
action part actually contains the code to execute. 

When its events occur, a rule is said to be triggered; when the condition has been 
evaluated the rule is said to be considered; if the consideration succeeds the rule is executed. 

R. Meersman et al. (eds.), Database Applications Semantics
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Active rules are useful for a variety of tasks, including security, integrity maintenance 
(Ceri et al.(1994b), Ceri and Widom (1990)), view materialization (Ceri and Widom 
(1991)), reactive control, heterogeneous databases integration and so on. However, rule 
programming is normally considered a low-level and difficult task, mostly due to the many 
subtleties of rule execution semantics and the intricate way in which rules interact. 

Differently from the field of deductive databases, where clean, declarative semantic 
models have been defined for deductive rules with different expressive power, active rules 
still lack a well-defined semantics (not to say a uniform syntax!). In fact, several active 
databases systems and prototypes have been designed, and partially or completely im
plemented. Unfortunately, they often show different behaviours for rules with a similar 
form. This depends on the fact that they have been designed in a totally independent 
way, without the support of a common theory dictating the semantics of ECA rules. 

This paper is a first step in the direction of understanding the dimensions that con
tribute to the behaviour of an active database and gives a simple model to express in a 
uniform way the execution semantics of rules from different commercial and prototype 
systems (Ceri and Manthey (1993), Gehani and Jagadish (1991), SQL3, Stonebraker et 
al. (1990), Widom et al. (1991), Widom and Finkelstein (1990)). 

The main idea is to encode existing rules into an intermediate format, called EECA 
(Extended Event-Condition-Action) syntax, that makes explicit the options choosen for 
the dimensions that characterize the behavior of active databases : the granularity of up
dates and of rule applications, the modes of coupling, first between Event and Condition, 
and then between Condition and Action, the atomicity of action execution in rules, the 
relationship of rule processing to transaction processing, the conflict resolution mecha
nism, the time and scope of event consumption, the handling of event net effect, and the 
inspection of transaction history. Furthermore, EECA rules are translated into a common 
low-level language, called core language, to express the operational semantics of rules 
written in this language. As a consequence, the encoding of rules into the EECA and 
Core formats requires a deep understanding of the specific active database system. Then, 
a proper definition of the semantics of database updates is given, followed by the Core 
rule execution semantics, i.e. a unique execution model which exploits the information on 
rule semantics available in the Core format. The final semantics of the active database is 
then obtained as the fixpoint of a simple transformation based on this execution model. 
The logical style of the rule Core format allows this part to parallel in many ways the 
well-known work on the semantics of deductive databases, although the similarity is su
perficial, since active databases show intrinsical procedural features that make it very 
difficult to describe them in a purely declarative style. 

Though there is a conspicuous body of research on active databases about prototype 
and system implementation (Ceri et al. (1995), Gehani and Jagadish (1991), Gehani et al. 
(1992), Hanson (1992), McCarthy and Dayal (1989), Widom et al. (1991)), potential or 
actual applications (Baralis et Al. (1994), Ceri et al. (1994), Ceri et al. (1994b), Ceri and 
Widom (1990), Ceri and Widom (1991)), and different paradigm integration, less work 
has appeared on the topic of modeling the behaviour of reactive systems by means of a 
formal semantics. 

In Zaniolo (1993) the notion of stratification of logic programs is extended to develop 
a semantic framework for updates (called X-Y stratification), in order that the semantics 
of a set of active rules is represented by the perfect model of the (logic) program that 
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encodes the active rules. Another approach (Bonner adn Kifer (1993)) gives a powerful 
extension of classical predicate logic, called Transaction Logic ('TR), that establishes a 
declarative semantics for a wide range of database updates; then, active rules and their 
triggering events are expressed as TR statements and the semantics of the reactive system 
admits both a model- and a proof-theoretic characterization. A denotational semantics 
is presented in (Widom (1992)) to describe the features of a particular active database 
system (Starburst ); reactive processing semantics is represented by a meaning function 
that computes the least-fixpoint of a transformation describing the atomic step of rule 
computation (analogous to the Elementary Production Step introduced in Section 5.1). 
Finally, we mention the work Zhou and Hsu (1990), to which our approach of expressing 
the semantics of rule processing as a set of relations is inspired. 

Each of these works is interesting as a preliminary attempt to formalize the behaviour 
of active databases; however, the spectrum of considered features is still limited when 
compared with the wide variety offered by real systems, in particular the procedural 
aspects like conflict resolution, triggering modes, transaction history inspection and event 
net effect criteria; besides, all these works show a somewhat unnatural way of treating 
the notion of event, which we think should be treated as a first-class concept. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 illustrates the dimensions of active rule 
semantics, Section 3 introduces the main components of the semantic model, Section 4 de
scribes the semantics of updates and transaction in an active database, Section 5 presents 
the Core rule execution semantics, finally Section 6 draws the conclusions. 

2 DIMENSIONS IN ACTIVE DATABASE SYSTEMS 

In this section we review the dimensions that characterize the behaviour of an active 
database and illustrate them through several examples from known active database sys
tems. 

2.1 Granularity 

Updates in a database system are traditionally classified into instance-oriented (also 
called tuple-oriented) and set-oriented, depending on whether the target of the update is 
a single database entity or a set thereof. 

This distinction naturally extends to rules, which react to events caused by database 
updates. 

Hence, it is possible to speak of tuple or set-oriented rules, depending on whether rules 
react separately for each distinct updated item (as, for example, in Postgres (Stonebraker 
et al. (1990)), or are triggered by the collective modification and react only once (as, for 
example, in Starburst (Widom and Finkelstein (1990)), This dimension is not confined 
to relational systems: in the object-oriented case, rules may react either to single object 
updates (as in Ode, Gehani and Jagadish (1991) ), or to events affecting sets of objects 
of the same class (this semantics is taken in Chimera, Ceri et al. (1995) ). In the SQL3 
standard and in most commercial relational active databases (Informix, Ingres, Oracle), 
both types of rules can be defined. 

Note that a set-oriented update language does not necessarily imply set-oriented rules: 
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in Postgres the set-oriented update language POSTQUEL is used, but rules react to single 
tuple-level updates. 

Example 1: The rule below computes the average salary of all departments, triggered 
by the insertion of new employees. If a command is issued to give a 10% salary raise 
to several (or all) employees, the rule may either be activated once and compute the 
final value of the average salary of the departments (e.g. in Star burst and Chimera, or 
in commercial relational systems providing the FOR EACH STATEMENT option), or 
be activated as many times as the number of updated employees and possibly compute 
intermediate average values after each object update (e.g. in Ode, in Postgres, and in 
commercial relational systems providing the FOR EACH ROW option). 

In the SQL3 standard, triggers are activated by set-oriented SQL update commands, 
but may have either tuple- or set-oriented granularity. Thus, the active rule has the form: 

CREATE TRIGGER Compute_Average 
AFTER INSERT ON Employee 
WHEN True 
update Department D 

set avg_salary = 
(select avg(sal) from Employee E where E.deptno=D.deptno) 

FOR EACH ROW (STATEMENT) 

2.2 Coupling Modes 

The notion of coupling mode of ECA rules was first introduced in McCarthy and Dayal 
(1989), to describe two different things: how rule activation, condition evaluation and 
action execution are synchronized; and how condition evaluation and action execution are 
related to the transaction where the triggering event is generated from the standpoint of 
concurrent execution. In this paper, as in Kappel et al. (1994), the rule coupling mode has 
only the former meaning; transaction semantics is considered as a separate, independent 
dimension, treated in Section 2.4. 

E-C Coupling Mode 
The Event-Condition (E-C) coupling mode describes the time relationship between trig
gering event(s) produced by the user transaction and condition evaluation. 

Two different choices are available: 

• Immediate Coupling: the condition is evaluated as soon as the update unit that pro
duced the triggering event(s) terminates. This option encompasses a wide variety of 
behaviours, depending on what a system considers to be a "non-interruptable update 
unit". Implemented proposals range from rules reacting istantaneously to instance
oriented updates, to systems where fairly complex sequences of updates are considered 
as non-interruptable. 

• Delayed Coupling: the evaluation of the condition part is not performed immediately 
upon termination of the non-interruptable update unit that produced the triggering 
event, but is delayed until some other "event" takes place. This may be an arbitrary, 
application-dependent event (Kappel et al. (1994) ), or a "special" event, e.g., the at-
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tempt of the transaction to commit. This latter case is traditionally called deferred E-C 
coupling (McCarthy and Dayal (1989)). * 

C-A Coupling Mode 
The Condition-Action (C-A) coupling mode of a rule describes the time relationship be
tween condition evaluation and the instant when the action is executed. The same options 
(immediate and delayed) as for E-C coupling apply, though immediate C-A coupling is 
almost generally chosen. When actions are executed at the end of the transaction in which 
the condition is evaluated, C-A coupling is traditionally called deferred. 

Also the coupling between event occurrence and action execution (E-A coupling) can be 
defined (Gehani and Jagadish (1991)), as the weakest between the E-C and C-A coupling. 
Thus, Postgres rules, which have immediate E-C and C-A coupling, also have immediate 
E-A coupling, whereas Starburst rules are deferred, due to their deferred E-C coupling. 

2.3 Atomicity of Rule Execution 

When a triggering event is generated from within the action part of an executing rule, rule 
processing may proceed in two ways: either the rule that produced the triggering event 
is suspended, to process other possibly triggered rules, or the triggering event is "frozen" 
until the termination of action execution. In the former case we say that rule actions are 
interruptable, in the latter that they execute atomically. 

Rule processing with interruptable rules somewhat resembles recursive procedure in
vocation: the executing process that produced the event is suspended, and resumed only 
when all "recursively" triggered rules have been processed. 

Note that atomic rule execution may override the standard coupling between events and 
condition. In general, existing systems allow the coupling mode induced by rule atomicity 
to be looser than the transaction E-C coupling. For example, in Ode ordinary rules react 
immediately to events produced by transactions, while their activation is postponed when 
events are produced during the action part of constraints (a variety of Ode's active rules). 

We now show an example of the different semantics yielded by different choices with 
respect to rule atomicity. 

Example II: Rule Propagate_Joe's..salary equals Sam's salary to Joe's and Bob's salary 
to Sam's. 

Rule RaiseSam 's_salary gives Sam a 10% increase after each update to Sam's salary, 
until it reaches $5000. If rules are interruptable (like in Postgres), after the execution of 
both rules, Bob is paid as much as Sam. Otherwise, he gets the same salary as Joe: this 
occurs in most systems. The syntax used in this example is that of Postgres. 

define rule Propagate_Joe's_salary 
on replace to EMP.salary where 

EMP.name = "Joe" 
then do 

*Deferred EC coupling could be considered a special case of immediate coupling, where a whole transac
tion is non-interruptable by rule processing; however, this would exclude immediate rules, which in most 
systems coexist with deferred rules. 
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replace EMP (salary 
EMP .name = "Sam" 

replace EMP (salary 
E. name = "Sam" and 
EMP.name = "Bob" 

NEW.salary) where 

E.salary) where 

define rule Raise_Sam's_salary 
on replace to EMP.salary where 

EMP.name = "Sam" and EMP.salary<5000 
then do 

replace EMP (salary= 1.1*NEW.salary) where 
EMP.name = CURRENT.name 

2.4 Relationship to Transaction 

This dimension is relevant for those systems that support the notion of transaction, i.e., 
of a sequence of data manipulation and query operations, which satisfy the usual ACID 
(Gray and Reuter (1994)) requirements. 

By relationship to transaction we mean the relationship between the transaction where 
the triggering event of a rule is generated and the (possibly different) transactions in 
which the condition is evaluated and the action executed. 

Two situations are possible: 

• Same transaction: the condition is evaluated and the action is executed in the same 
transaction where the triggering event arises. This implies that an abort caused by the 
rule action produces an abort of the whole transaction. 

• Different transaction(s): condition evaluation and/or action execution are processed in 
a single separate transaction or even in two distinct transactions. This implies that 
the order in which conditions are evaluated and actions are executed is not under 
the responsibility of the rule execution engine, but is part of the concurrency control 
system. 

The latter mode is also called decoupled or separate (McCarthy and Dayal (1989)), and 
admits two sub-cases: 

• Dependent sub-transaction(s): the separate transaction is a sub-transaction (also called 
nested transaction) of the one in which the triggering event occurs. Also in this case, 
failure of the sub-transaction entails failure of the main transaction (this semantics is 
found, e.g., in HiPac). 

• Independent transaction(s}: the separate transaction is not a sub-transaction of the 
one in which the triggering event occurs. Failure of the sub-transaction does not imply 
failure of the main transaction (this semantics is found, e.g., in Ode. 

This paper only deals with the same-transaction case, since for the moment our formal 
model of updates and transactions does not capture the concurrent execution of multiple 
transactions. We plan to address this issue in future work. 
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2.5 Conflict Resolution 

In most systems, more than one rule can be in a triggered state simultaneously, either 
because one event can trigger multiple rules or because rules are not considered immedi
ately after the occurrence of their triggering event. Hence, the need arises for a policy to 
select the rule(s) to be considered and possibly executed, among the triggered ones, i.e. a 
conflict resolution policy. Two alternatives are available: 

• Serial execution: a single rule is chosen. 
• Parallel execution: all triggered rules are considered and/or executed in parallel, e.g., by 

scheduling a separate transaction to evaluate the condition and/or execute the action. 

Serial execution implies a criterion to select among triggered rules; this may be either 
deterministic (e.g., a total priority order among rules), or non-deterministic (e.g., a partial 
priority order or no ordering at all). 

Since the concurrency issues related to the parallel execution of multiple rules are 
outside the scope of this paper, in the following we restrict our semantic model to the 
case of serial processing. 

2.6 Event Consumption 

When a triggered rule is processed (its condition is evaluated and/or its action is exe
cuted), the events responsible of the triggering may undergo different treatments, which 
we call event consumption modes. 

Two issues are relevant with respect to event consumption: whether processed events 
retain their capability of triggering rules and, in the case they do not (i.e., are consumed), 
when consumption takes place. 

Scope of Event Consumption 
After the processing of a triggered rule, there are three possible ways to deal with its 
triggering events: 

• No consumption: the triggering events are unaffected by condition evaluation and/or 
action execution; in particular, they retain the possibility of triggering rules. This 
situation arises in the so-called condition based rule systems, where rules (implicitly) 
activated by an event remain triggered until their condition becomes false. This is the 
case, for example, of the OPS5 production rule system. 

• Local consumption: the triggering events no longer activate the processed rule, but still 
trigger other rules not yet considered. We say that such events are "consumed" locally 
to the processed rule. This option is the most frequently adopted by the existing active 
database systems. 

• Global consumption: the triggering events no longer trigger the processed rule, nor all 
(or a subset of) the other rules not yet processed. We say that such events are "con
sumed" for the processed rule and for those rules no longer triggered by them. This 
option is used in the Postgres system, where a rule may be defined as an exception to 
another one triggered by the same event. When the common triggering event occurs, 
both the exception and the general rule are activated; but the exception rule is consid-
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ered first and its processing "detriggers" the general rule. In this case, we say that the 
exception rules consumes the triggering event of the general rule. 

Time of Event Consumption 
The consumption of triggering events can take place either after a rule has been considered 
(irrespective of the result of condition evaluation) or, more restrictively, only when a rule 
is actually executed. The latter option implies that an unsuccessful evaluation of the 
rule condition is not considered as a "processing" of the triggering events, which remain 
pending until the rule is eventually executed. This choice is taken in the first specification 
of Starburst's semantics, described in Widom and Finkelstein (1990), whereas in (Widom 

et al. (1991), Widom (1992)), Starburst rules consume events at consideration timet. In 
most other systems, consumption takes place after condition evaluation. 

Example Ill: A Starburst rule is defined that reacts to salary updates, whose condition is 
satisfied only if Bob's salary is modified. In Starburst, the event part of a rule is evaluated 
with respect to the triggering events occurred since the last execution of the rule, or, 
if the rule has never been executed, since the beginning of the transaction. With the 
semantics of Widom and Finkelstein (1990), event consumption is local and at the time 
of rule execution, thus it may happen that rule Updated_Bob is activated by an update to 
somebody else's salary and remains triggered for the rest of the transaction, even if Bob's 
salary is not altered. With the semantics of Widom (1992) (from now on called Starburst 
II), where event consumption is defined to take place at condition evaluation, the rule is 
excluded from the set of triggered rules after the first unsuccessful consideration. 

create rule Updated_Bob 
when updated emp.salary 
if exists (select * from new updated emp.salary 

where name = "Bob") 
then print("Bob's salary has been updated") 

2.7 DB Past States and Event Net Effect 

In most rule systems it is possible for a rule to explicitly query information concerning 
transaction execution history. Two types of information can be queried: past states of the 
database and past events. 

Past Data 
Access to past states of data affected by events is normally achieved by extending the 
syntax of the query language used in the rules with special keywords that alter the normal 
evaluation of database queries, so that a state of the database prior to the current one 
is queried. In principle, all the intermediate states since the origin of the transaction and 
up to the current one may be the target of such inspection. However, in practice, only 
particular states are addressed by existing systems, namely the state before the execution 
of the transaction (pre-transaction state), the state before the last consideration of the 

tsince other systems illustrated here also show this behaviour, we consider the semantics of Widom and 
Finkelstein {1990), to demonstrate the whole range of possibilities. 
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rule (pre-consideration state) and the state before the occurrence of the event(s) that 
triggered the rule and have not been processed yet (pre-event state). 

For instance, in Chimera, the interpretation of the predicate old is based on the so
called rule consuming mode: when it is evenLconsuming, it returns the value at the time 
of the last consideration, or the pre-transaction value, if the rule is evaluated for the first 
time; when it is evenLpreserving, it refers to the pre-transaction value. 

Items Affected by Past Events 
Another way to influence the behaviour of a rule based on the history of the transaction is 
to permit the explicit query of items affected by occurred events, feature that is extremely 
important to define rules whose behaviour is based on the variation of data, needed, e.g., 
for integrity checking and incremental view maintenance. 

This capability is achieved by extending the query language used in the rules with a set 
of predicates interpreted over items affected by occurred events, and by providing ad-hoc 
data structures containing information on events. A query may retrieve the items affected 
by all events since the start of the transaction, or be restricted to those events that have 
contributed to the most recent triggering of the rule. Another distinction is whether a 
rule is permitted to query items affected by all events, including those that do not trigger 
it, or only by those that trigger it. 

For example, in Chimera, the occurred predicate has a twofold interpretation: if the 
rule is declared as event-consuming then only those events that have determined the most 
recent triggering of the rule are considered; if the rule is declared as event-preserving, all 
events since the transaction start are considered. Event queries are restricted to the events 
that trigger the rule, and the occurred predicate provides those objects affected by the 
queried events. 

Event Net Effect 
There are two possible ways to think about sequences of events affecting the same database 
information: either one may consider only the bare occurrence of an event, irrespective 
of what has happened afterwards (we say that we consider occurred events); or the 
occurrence of some events may be regarded as invalidating previous ones (e.g., a deletion 
after a modification), so we consider the net effect of a sequence of events, or simply net 
events. Criteria for computing net effect of events vary from one system to another. In 
Starburst they are the following, valid in the course of a transaction : if a tuple x:J: is 
created, and possibly updated, and subsequently deleted, the net effect is null; if a tuple 
is created and then updated several times, then the net effect is the creation of the final 
version of the tuple; if a tuple is updated and then deleted, then the net effect is simply 
the deletion of the tuple. 

In the Ode system, where triggers are activated by events corresponding to generic 
method invocations on objects: if several events are detected that affect the same object, 
they are treated as a single event and the corresponding trigger is considered only once. 

There are two possible uses of the net effect criteria: Net effect for triggering, when net 
events are used to determine whether a rule is triggered or not, as in Starburst, instead 

:j:The same criteria may be applied to the object oriented and relational case, in the latter case by providing 
relational tuples with a tuple identifier field, as actually done in Widom eta!. (1991). The criteria for net 
effect in Chimera are basically the same as those of Starburst. 
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of occurred events (notice that the possibility arises that a once triggered rule is not 
triggered any more after the occurrence of an event, as in the case of a rule, triggered 
by the creation of an entity, that may be detriggered by the subsequent deletion of the 
same entity); Net effect for event predicates, when querying the events of a transaction, it 
is possible to target the query either to occurred or to net events (for example, Chimera 
supplies two distinct predicates for querying occurred and net events, whereas Starburst 
only considers net events). 

3 MODELING ACTIVE DATABASES SEMANTICS 

In this section we introduce two formalisms in order to describe the different semantics of 
active databases. The first one, called Extended Event-Condition-Action syntax (EECA), 
gives us the capability to put in evidence the options for the semantic dimensions which 
characterize active databases; notice that this formalism is not a new paradigm for active 
rules, but the word extended means that specific keywords are used to define semantic op
tions. Thus, the EECA syntax is a high level language, independent of the implementation 
or of a particular event base schema. 

Subsequently, after a formal definition of database and event base (Section 3.2), a core 
format is introduced (Section 3.3) : this is a logical and low level description of the 
semantics, independent of the implementation as well, but not of the eventbase schema. 
This format is the input for a general algorithm that is the same for all different rules. An 
EECA syntax description can be automatically translated into Core format, as shown in 
Comai eta!. (1995), which also reports the EBNF syntax for EECA and Core rules; thus, 
any feature or keyword expressed in EECA is representable in Core syntax. 

3.1 Extended Event-Condition-Action Rules 

In this section we introduce the EECA syntax, by which the semantic dimensions present 
in the various systems can be formally encoded. 

EECA rules are still composed of the three traditional parts, namely the event, condition 
and action part, plus an optional rule ordering specification and a number of ad-hoc 
notations expressing some of the abovementioned semantic dimensions. 

EECA rules begin with a declarative section, where the following keywords are used: 

• Granularity: a keyword granularity specifies the rule activation granularity and may 
take the values instance-oriented or set-oriented (abbreviated 1/0, S/0). 

• Coupling mode: a keyword EC specifies the E-C coupling mode and may assume the 
value immediate or deferred; theC-A coupling is assumed to be always immediate. 

• Atomicity: the boolean keyword interruptable tells whether the rule's action is to be 
executed atomically (value= False) or can be interrupted (value= True). 

• Event Consumption: a keyword consumption-scope specifies the event consumption 
scope and may assume the values none, local, global-to{Iist-of-rules }. A second 
keyword consumption-time specifies the event consumption time and may assume 
the values consideration, execution. 

The event part is a disjunction of event type names. For simplicity, we consider only 
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atomic events (i.e., events corresponding to a single instantaneous occurrence) and make 
no assumption on the kind of events that can trigger a rule. If net effect criteria are present 
and rule triggering is done on net events, the event type name is prefixed by the keyword 
net. 

The condition part is a query on the database and/or the transaction history. In prin
ciple, any query language can be assumed here. We require rule safety, i.e., the condition 
must be a safe formula and all variables used in the action part, which are not restricted 
by a query in the action part itself, must be properly restricted in the condition. 

The action part is a sequence of blocks, delimited by the separator ";". Blocks act as 
atomic update units: if a rule is interruptable, rule processing can be started at the end of 
each block of the action part. A block in turn contains a sequence of query and/or update 
operations, separated by commas. Again, there is no need to assume a particular update 
language. When needed, we will use self-explaining database updates. 

The database query language used to write rule conditions and actions is extended with 
predicates and keywords, to query the history of the transaction. For Items affected by past 
events, an occurrence of a literal pending(E,X), where Eisa set of event names, has the 
effect of binding the variable X to the identifiers of the database items (tuples or objects) 
affected by events of one of the types listed in E, occurred after the last rule assertion 
point. A rule assertion point (Widom (1992)) is either consideration, if consumption 
takes place after consideration, or execution, if consumption takes place after execution. 
E must be a subset of the event types specified in the event part of the rule. In practice, 
pending(E,X) considers only the events not yet processed by the rule. Conversely, the 
predicate history(E,X) has the effect of binding the variable X to the identifiers of 
the database items affected by events of one of the types listed in E, occurred since the 
beginning of the transaction. In this case, E can contain any event type. If the keyword 
net is prefixed to an event type in E in either predicate, then only net events of that 
type are considered. 

After the action, an EECA rule may contain an optional priority specification, listing 
those rules that must always be executed before or after it. This is used to enable conflict 
resolution at run time. 

Note that the relationship to transaction is not explicitly addressed by the EECA 
syntax, since in this paper we consider only a fixed value for this dimension: the unique 
transaction case. 

3.2 Database and Eventbase 

We distinguish two components of the passive repository of an active database: the 
database, which indeed stores the application data, and the eventbase, which records facts 
relevant to the database history. They are tightly connected by the definition of update 
on an active database, which is always specified in terms of its simultaneous effect on 
both data and events. 

Definition: An active database T> is a triple (DB, EB, 'R), where DB is a passive 
database, EB is an event base and 'R is a set of active rules. 

In the following, the DB is represented by a first order (f.o.) formula of a logical 
language that depends on the underlying data model of the passive database (e.g., the 
conjunction of a set of ground database atoms of Domain Relational Calculus in the case 
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of Relational Databases), whereas the EB is represented by a f.o. formula of the logical 
language defined below, specifically tailored for representing the contents of the event base. 
We also generalize the meaning of the term state, to stand for the pair (database state, 
eventbase state), unless otherwise specified. 

The EB records two kinds of events: internal and external. Internal events concern 
database modifications: additions, deletions and updates are internal events. External 
events are instead events that are independent of the internal database functions. Exam
ples are commit and rollback commands; clock events (e.g., "it's eight o'clock") may also 
be modeled as external events, inserted into the eventbase by the system. 

Events in the EB are described by the following pieces of information: 

e The eid, i.e., the unique identifier of occurred events. 
• The type, i.e., the kind of events recognized by the reactive system. For instance, an 

event type "create(P)" means that a new element has been introduced in relation or 
class P. 

• The affected database information, which links an event to the database items that 
were affected by it. 

• The timing information, which shows the order of occurrence of events, e.g., by means 
of timestamps. 

• The scope, which concerns the visibility of events to rules. 
• The net-validity flag, a boolean flag indicating events that are to be considered as still 

valid, if net effect criteria are taken into account; net-validity may carry information 
either on rule triggering or about transaction history inspection. 

This information is grouped in the relations EVENT(eid, type, datainfo, ts, net) and 
A CTIVE{eid, scope, net), the former containing all events occurred during the transaction, 
the latter showing which events still contribute to trigger which rules. 

Fig. 1 shows an instance of the eventbase, which records, in relation EVENT, five 
events. The first two events are caused by the execution of an object creation primitive 
affecting two objects (with OIDS #417, #582) of class P. The event identifiers are e12, 
e13, and both events have occurred at time 4§. Relation EVENT also records events e24, 
e25, caused by the deletion of two objects of class C, occurred at time 8, and event e23 
due to the deletion of object #417 of class P, occurred at time 7. Since object #417 has 
been created and deleted in the same transaction, the net-validity flag is set to "False" 
for events e12, e23, denoting that their net effect is null. 

Relation ACTIVE shows which events are "active" for which rules, meaning which 
events are still able to trigger rules. Rule R 1 sees events e12, e23, e24, e25 as active; e12, 
e23 have net-validity flag set to "False", so they may not contribute to triggering Rt, if 
R1 is triggered by net events. Event e13 has already been consumed by rule R1 and thus 
is no longer active for this particular rule and the corresponding tuple does not appear in 
relation ACTIVE. Instead, rule R3 has consumed events e24, e25 and may be triggered 
by events e12, e13, e23; however, if R3 is triggered only by net events, e12, e23 must not 
be considered. 

hn this particular instance of the eventbase we are considering as simultaneous the bulk update to 
an entire class. In some other system, events recording updates to different objects may have different 
timestamps. 
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ACTIVE 

EID SCOPE NET EVENT 

e12 R1 False EID TYPE DATAINFO TS NET 

e23 R1 False e12 "create(P)" #417 4 False 

e24 R1 True e13 "create(P)" #582 4 True 

e25 R1 True e23 "delete(P)" #417 7 False 

e12 R3 False e24 "delete( C)" #123 8 True 

e13 R3 True e25 "delete( C)" #555 8 True 

e23 R3 False 

Figure 1 An example of event base instance. 

We consider relations ACTIVE and EVENT as local to each transaction. It would be 
also possible to consider them as global, adding a further piece of information to determine 
the transaction that generated an event. An inclusion dependency is valid over the two 
relations: events recorded in table ACTIVE must always be present also in table EVENT. 

The event language must permit to express event queries (EQ) and event updates (EU). 
It will be extensively used in the syntax of Core rules. The event query language can be any 
f.o. language comprising the predicates defined by the above relations. In the following, 
we mostly use Domain Relational Calculus. 

For example, the event query 

:3 EI D, M, X, TS, N (active(EI D, "R;'', M) 1\ event(EI D, "create(P)", X, TS, N)) 

returns true if an insertion in relation or class P has occurred and is active for rule R;, 
irrespective of net effect. 

The event update language permits the following kinds of statements, corresponding to 
atomic operations on the EB: 

• (EID, TS) := +(''type", "datainfo") inserts an event, described by a tuple 
[ eid, ''type", "datainfo", ts, "True'1, into the event base relation EVENT; as a result 
of its execution, the variables EID and TS get bound to the system-generated values 
eid (the unique identifier of the event) and ts (the unique timestamp of the event), 
respectively. If the bindings for EID and TS are not to be recorded, the short notation 
+("type", "datainfo") can be used. This instruction is used in the following to insert 
into the event base "special-purpose", global events (e.g., the event BeginAction) that 
are not consumed by rules. 

• (EID, TS) := ++(''type", "datainfo", "R")-shortly ++(''type", "datainfo", "R")
inserts an event into the eventbase and makes it active for rule R; in particular, it 
adds a tuple [eid, ''type", "datainfo", ts, "True'1 to relation EVENT and a tuple 
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[ eid, "R", "True"] to relation ACTIVE. As a result of its execution, the variables EID 
and TS get bound to the system-generated values eid and ts respectively. This in
struction is used to insert into the eventbase "consumable" events and to make them 
"visible" to certain rules. 

• (EID, TS) := ++("type", "datainfo")~shortly ++(''type", "datainfo")~inserts a sin
gle event into the eventbase and makes it active for all rules; in particular, it adds a 
tuple [ eid, ''type", "datainfo", ts, "True"] to relation EVENT and one tuple 
[eid, "R;'', "True"], for each defined ruleR;, to relation ACTIVE. The variables EID 
and TS have the same meaning as before. This instruction is used to insert into the 
eventbase "consumable" events, making them "visible" to all rules. 

• -(EID) deletes the tuple referring to the event EID from relation EVENT. This in
struction is used in the following to delete from the event base "special-purpose", global 
events (e.g., the event BeginAction), which are not present in relation ACTIVE. 

• -(EID, "R") deletes the tuple referring to the event EID and to ruleR from relation 
ACTIVE. 

• -net(EID), -net(EID, "R") act in a way similar as -(EID), -(EID, "R"), but instead 
of deleting event EID, they set its net-validity flag to "False". 

For example, the update formula-( e24, R1), applied to the event base instance of Fig. 1, 
deletes the tuple relative to e24 and to rule R1 from relation ACTIVE. Note that relation 
ACTIVE may contain multiple tuples recording the same event for different rules: this 
update affects only the version of the event "seen" by rule R1. 

In active databases that provide the capability of querying past data, the eventbase is 
extended by adding a relation LOG(id, attribute, value, ts), whose tuples record the values 
assumed by the various attributes of a database entity at different times, from the start 
of the transaction onward. 

3.3 Syntax of Core Active Rules 

Also a Core active rule consists of the three usual parts: the event, condition and action 
parts, possibly followed by the before/after declaration needed to specify rule priorities. 

The event part is any well-formed formula of a f.o. language comprising the event base 
predicates event and active. This formula expresses the semantics of triggering. 

The condition part is divided into two sub-parts. The former, called DB/EBQ, is 
the translation of the condition part of the EECA rule; we assume that DB/EBQ is 
an arbitrary range-restricted (see Ullman (1982)) well-formed formula, written in any 
first order language comprising the abovementioned event base predicates, possibly the log 
predicate (used to access past database states), and the predicates defined in the passive 
database of the specific system. The latter component of the condition part, called EBU, 
makes explicit the event consumption semantics of the EECA rule. It may be either the 
null operation NOP, if the EECA rule does not consume events or consumption takes 
place at rule execution time, or an update to the eventbase, enforcing the appropriate 
consumption semantics. 

Finally, the action part contains one or more non-interruptable update blocks. Each 
block in turn contains a sequence of elementary updates, which can affect both the 
database and the eventbase, and share variable bindings. Structuring the action into 
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blocks ensures that the execution of each block is never interrupted by reactive process
ing. Instead, if a rule action formed by a sequence of blocks is interruptable, rule processing 
can be started between two subsequent blocks. 

Variable bindings can be transferred from one part of a Core rule to other parts, ac
cording to the following schema: 

where: 

a. ebq(iJI) is the event part formula, and Y~> with I Yt 12: 0, are all the free variables of 
ebq(iJ1 ). These variables, if present, are bound to the identifiers of triggering events to 
be used in other parts of the rule. 

b. db/ebq(x2,iJ2) is the formula in DB/EBQ, x2 <:;;; y1 (safety) are input variables, and y2 
are output variables representing variables of the EECA rule whose bindings may be 
transferred from the condition to the action part. 

c. ebu(x2) is a sequence of updates to the event base, which may take the variables x2 as 
input. This allows to model event consumption at consideration time. 

d. TU1(x3.); ... ; TUn(x3n) are update blocks; x3, <:;;; iJ1 U iJ2 (safety) are input variables, 
by which it is possible to refer in the action part to the identifiers of the events to 
be consumed (this allows to model consumption at execution time) and to the IDs of 
items retrieved by the condition, which must be acted upon in the action. The passage 
of bindings between blocks is not permitted. 

3.4 Translation of Active Rules 

We now illustrate how EECA rules are translated into Core rules. Then, the semantics of 
EECA rules is completely defined by formally specifying the execution semantics of Core 
rules, which we do in Section 5. 

Event 
The translation of the event part from EECA to Core format has the major goals of ex
pressing the EECA event part, of preventing rules from being triggered when the execution 
of another non-interruptable rule is in progress, and of making explicit the granularity 
and EC coupling of rules. 

The event part of a Core rule consists of the query ebq(iJ1 ) on the event base, derived as 
follows: 

a. If a rule R has EC immediate, ebq(iJt) is the conjunction of queries 1. and 2.: 

1. [ 3EI D] Vi= 1 (3M; active(EI D, "R", M;)/\ 
3X;,TS;,N; event(EID, "event-type;",X;,TS;,N;)) 

here each "event-type; " is one of the event types that appear in the event part of the 
EECA rule. This formula becomes true, or produces bindings for the variable EID, 
iff the event base contains events of type "event-type;", for some i, active for rule R. 
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The variable EID (which we call event variable) is free for instance-oriented rules, 
existentially quantified for set-oriented rules. In the instance-oriented case, the rule 
triggering algorithm, illustrated in Section 5, produces a different rule activation for 
each event that satisfies ebq(iJ1 ). Hence, the variable EID gets bound to the identifier 
of one of the triggering events of rule R, and this binding is exploited in the condition 
and action parts to perform event consumption. In the set-oriented case, the formula 
expresses a boolean condition and thus no bindings are computed. In this case, the 
rule triggering algorithm produces only one rule activation irrespective of the number 
of triggering events. When triggering events must be retrieved in the condition or action 
part of the Core rule, an explicit event base query must be used. 
If the EECA rule is triggered by net events of type "event-type;", the i-th disjunct in 
the above formula becomes: 

active(EI D, "R", "True") 1\ 3X;, TS;, N; event(EI D, "event-type;", X;, TS;, N;) 

which excludes from triggering those events whose net-validity flag with respect to 
net effect is "False". 

2. VElD, X, TS, N -.event(EID, "BeginAction",X, TS, N) 

tests for the absence from the eventbase of the special-purpose event BeginAction. In 
this way, if the EVENT relation contains an occurrence of the BeginAction event 
(meaning that the execution of some rule has begun and is not yet concluded), then 
the rule is not triggered, even if its activating events have occurred. BeginAction events 
are produced by non interruptable rules, to "freeze" the processing of events generated 
during their execution (see Section 3.4). 

b. If a ruleR has EC deferred, ebq(iJJ) is built as in case a., but the query 

3EI D, TS, M, N active(EID, "R", M) 1\ event(EID, "commit", "NULL", TS, N) 

is conjuncted, to test for the presence of an active occurrence of the external event 
commit. In this way, if the EVENT relation does not contain an occurrence of the 
commit event, active for rule R, then R is not triggered and thus excluded from 
reactive processing. Note that, since the commit event is not consumed (see Section 3.4 
and 3.4), multiple executions of the same deferred rule in the transaction are possible. 
Commit events are typically produced by omonimous commands issued at the end of 
the transaction; in addition, it is possible to model explicit rule activation statements 
(like, e.g., the Chimera savepoint and the Starburst start rule commands), by making 
these commands generate a commit event, before actually committing the transaction. 

Condition 
The goal of condition translation from EECA to Core format is to express the EECA con
dition, making explicit possible transaction history inspection primitives, and to exhibit 
the event consumption semantics of rules with consumption-time consideration. 

In the Core format, the condition part is composed by an arbitrary query formula 
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db/ebq(x2 , ih) to the database and/or the event base, which expresses the EECA condition 
part, and by one or more elementary updates (ebu(x2)), which make explicit the event 
consumption semantics. The query db/ebq is obtained from the EECA condition part by 
rewriting without modification the subformulas that query the database and by translating 
the EECA literals pending and history, as explained in Section 3.4. 

Depending on the rule granularity and event consumption mode, ebu(x2 ) contains dif
ferent event base updates. The following holds for instance-oriented rules. 

a. If the EECA rule has consumption-scope local, the translated Core rule contains 
an event base update of the form -(EID, R), where EID is the event variable defined in 
Section 3.4. In this way, the triggering event bound to EID is physically deleted after 
consideration from the part of relation ACTIVE seen by the translated Core rule R, 
and cannot subsequently retrigger R. Instead, it remains in the relation EVENT and 
can be retrieved by queries translating the EECA predicate history. 
If the EECA rule has consumption-scope global-to {R1 ... Rn}, then an additional 
set of event base updates -(EID, R;), fori = 1 ... n, is added. This detriggers also rules 
{Rt ... R,}. 

b. If the EECA rule has consumption-time execution or consumption-scope none, 
ebu(x2 ) is the null eventbase update NOP. In this way, the triggering events retain their 
"active" status, so that they still trigger the rule and can also be later retrieved by 
queries on the transaction history. 

The translation of set-oriented rules is similar, except for the computation of the bind
ings for the event variable EID. In the instance-oriented case, EID is bound in the event 
part and the binding is used in the condition; conversely, in set-oriented rules, no binding 
for EID is passed from the event part, and triggering events to be consumed must be 
bound to EID in ebu(x2). 

Hence, the event base update of point a. becomes: 

Vi=1 (:3M; active(EID,"R",M;) 1\ 3X;,TS;,N; event(EID, "event-type;",X;,TS;,N;)), 
-(EID, R) .. 

If only net events of type event-type; are considered for triggering, the i-th disjunct in 
the above update becomes: 

active(EI D, "R", "True") 1\ :IX;, TS;, N; event(EI D, "event-type;", X;, TS;, N;), 

so that only events with net-validity flag "True" of type "event-type;" are retrieved and 
consumed. 

Action 
The translation of the action part of an EECA rule into Core format has three goals: 
to express the EECA action part, to enforce the atomic execution of non interruptable 
rules, and to exhibit the event consumption semantics of rules with consumption-time 
execution. Updates in the EECA action part are transferred without modification to the 
Core action part. 
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Non-interruptability of rules is achieved by generating an external event of type Begi
nAction at the beginning of the action, which is then removed at the end; to do so, the 
action is prefixed by an update, +("BeginAction", "NULL"}, and ended by an update 

:3 TS, N event{EID, "BeginAction", "NULL", TS, N), -(EID). 

This ensures that no rule can be awakened during the execution of a non interruptable 
rule, since the event part of all Core rules contains a query for the absence of events of type 
BeginAction, as shown in Section 3.4. Only after a non interruptable rule has finished, 
and removed the BeginAction event, rules can take part again to reactive processing. 

If the consumption-time option of the rule is execution, then the event base updates 
for consumption illustrated in point a. of Section 3.4 must be added to the action part. 
Event consumption is performed before the first database update of the EECA action part, 
to ensure that interruptable rules that can recursively trigger themselves are activated 
after the "old" events have been consumed and thus "see" only the most recent events. 
Note that consuming triggering events at the beginning of the action does not hamper the 
possibility of querying them later in the action part (e.g., to retrieve the objects affected 
by them); since the EECA C-A mode is always immediate, the needed queries can be 
equivalently moved to the condition part and their result bound to variables referenced 
in the action part. 

Net Effect Computation 
We model net events as tuples of relation EVENT and ACTIVE, whose net-validity flag 
has value "True". When tuples are originally inserted into relation EVENT and ACTIVE, 
the net-validity flag is always "True". Then, the application of net effect criteria may lead 
to setting the flag to false for those events that have a null net effect. 

In principle, any formalism can be employed to specify the computation of the net
validity flag of events . We have chosen to do that by means of a set of ad-hoc Core rules, 
called auxiliary rules, that recognize specific event patterns and apply the corresponding 
net effect criteria. They are defined with topmost priority, so that normal Core rules, 
executed after all triggered auxiliary rules have been processed, can "see" an always up
to-date version of the net-validity flags in relation EVENT and ACTIVE. This approach 
further simplifies the rule execution semantics, since auxiliary rules are treated as ordinary 
Core rules and there is no need to extend the rule execution model to cope with net effect. 
Also, net effect criteria are not hard-wired into the semantics, but are a parameter of the 
execution model: switching from one system to another, with different net effect criteria, 
simply requires to consider a different set of auxiliary rules, without modifying the model. 

Translation of Past Event Queries 
Objects affected by events occurred during a transaction are retrieved by means of the 
EECA predicates pending and history. 

An occurrence of the literal pending(E,X) in a rule R, where E is a set of event types 
{EI, ... , En}, is translated into the following event base query in Core syntax: 

n 

[3 EID] V(:J M; active(EID, "R",M;) 1\ :JTS;,N; event(EID, "E;'',X,TSi,N;)) 
i=l 
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The event variable EID is free in instance-oriented rules, existentially quantified in set
oriented rules. In the former case, the binding computed in the event part is used for 
EID ·and the variable X becomes bound to the identifier of the item affected by the single 
event corresponding to one particular rule activation. In the latter, all events present in 
relation ACTIVE are considered and thus the query binds the variable X to the identifiers 
of items affected by all triggering events. 

An occurrence of the literal history(E,X) in a rule R, where E is a set of event types 
{Ell ... , En}, is translated into the following event base query in Core syntax: 

n 

V (3EID;,TS;,N; event(EID;, "E;",X,TS;,N;)) 
i=l 

This query binds the variable X to the identifiers of items affected by events of the desired 
types, occurred during the transaction. If any of the event types in E is prefixed by the 
keyword net, then only "net-valid" tuples of relation EVENT must be considered for 
that event type; hence, the corresponding disjunct becomes formula number 1. in the 
pending case, or formula number 2. in the history case. 

1. active(EID, "R", "True") 1\ 3TS;,N; event(EID, "E;'',X,TS;,N;) 
2. 3EID;,TS;, event(EID;,"E;'',X,TS;,"True") 

Example of Rule Translation into EECA and Core Format 
Rule Raise_Sam 's_salary gives Sam a 10% increase after each update to Sam's salary, until 
it reaches $5000. The syntax used in this example is that of Postgres. 

define rule Raise_Sam's_salary 
on replace to EMP.salary where 

EMP.name = "Sam" and EMP.salary<5000 
then do replace EMP (salary= 1.1*NEW.salary) where 

EMP.name = CURRENT.name 

In Postgres, rules have instance oriented granularity, immediate E-C coupling mode, 
and local consumption of events performed at consideration time; all these options are 
made explicit in the EECA rule. 

define granularity I/O EC immediate interruptable True 
consumption-scope local consumption-time consideration 
rule Raise_Sam's_salary 

event: replace(Emp.salary) 
condition: pending(replace(Emp.salary),X), 

X.name="Sam", X.salary<5000 (*X=NEW tuple*) 
action: replace(Emp.salary, X, 1.1*X.salary) 

Then, the translation from EECA into Core format is performed. Notice that the Core 
version of rule Raise_Sam 's_salary's condition (DB /EBQ) contains a query binding the 
tuple affected by the triggering event to variable X and it may be fired just after the 
update of Sam's salary generates the corresponding event. 
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RULE RaiseJ3am's_salary 
(*CORE EVENT PART *) 

:3M1 active(EID, ... , M1) 1\ 

:3X1, TS1 ,N1 event (EID, "replace (Emp. salary)", X1, TS1, N1) 1\ 

\IEID2, X2, TS2 ,N2 .., event (EID2, "BeginAction", X2, TS2, N2); 
(*CORE CONDITION PART: DB/EBQ *) 

:3M3 active(EID, ... , M3) 1\ 

:3TS3,N3 event(EID, "replace(Emp.salary)", X, TS3, N3) 1\ 

X. name="Sam" 1\ X. salary<5000, 
(*CORE CONDITION PART: EBU *) 

- (EID, RaiseJ3am' s_salary) 
---+ (*CORE ACTION PART*) 

replace(Emp.salary, X, 1.1*X.salary) 

4 SEMANTICS OF UPDATES AND TRANSACTIONS IN AN 
ACTIVE DATABASE 

Prior to introducing the semantics of rule processing, we present the syntax and semantics 
of updates, scaling from atomic updates to transactions. 

4.1 Preliminary Notions 

In the sequel, we often use the notion of variable substitution: given an array of variables 
x = (xi ... Xn) with domains D1, ... , Dn, a ground substitution 8 can be regarded as a 
tuple (c1 ... en) E D1 x ... x Dn, and a set of ground substitutions as a relation, whose 
attributes are just the variable names x 1 .•• Xn. Therefore, sets of ground substitutions 
can be manipulated by means of the usual relational operators. 

Two special substitutions will be frequently used: 

Definition 1: 

• The empty substitution l_ is a polymorphic symbol that stands for a substitution of 
any arity that assigns the null value to all its variables. 

• The void substitution t stands for a substitution with zero arity. 

Given a set of ground substitutions 8 for the variables x, the following definitions hold: 
(1) 8 X {t} 8 \18, i.e., {t} works as the identity element for sets of 

(2) rrye 
(3) ex {l_} 

substitutions; 
{t}, if[jnx=0; 
{ l_} ve, i.e., { l_} works as the zero element for sets of 

substitutions. 

Note that definition (3) requires that the extension of a ground substitution with an
other substitution that assigns the null values to its variables be considered as the empty 
substitution. 

We also make extensive use of binary and ternary relations : 
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Definition 2: 
The composition operator o for binary relations is defined as: 11 o 12 ~ (ll1,4l1 [><]2=1 12). 
The composition operator • for ternary relations is defined as 11•12 ~ (ll1,s,sl1 [><]2=1 12). 

Definition 3: Let s =(DB, EB) and s' = (DB', EB') be two states; we say that sis 
equivalent to s' (i.e. s ~ s') if there exists a substitution of oids, eids and time-stamps 

such that DEe= DB' and EBe = EB'. 
Given a state s, 7(!) is a mapping from s to its equivalence class w.r.t. ~; given an 

equivalence class ec, 7(2) is a mapping from ec to a representing state; then the composite 
function 7 = 7(2) o 7(1) is a mapping from a state to the state representing its equivalence 
class; if s2 = 7(s!), this induces a substitution er(st) such that s1er(st) = s2. Considering 
a ground substitution(), we can obtain a new ground substitution 0' by applying er(st) in 
the following way: oer(•tl = 0', for any state s1. In the following sections, to represent the 
active database semantics we make use of ternary relations 1 containing tuples composed 
by a pair of states and a substitution : 1 = (s1, s2, 0); the notation 1' = 7(1) stands 
for the relation obtained applying 7 to every state s2 of I and composing er(s2) with the 
associated 0 . 

4.2 Atomic Updates 

Atomic updates are the elementary means by which the state of an active database is 
changed. They can be distinguished in state transitions, which are single modifications 
to the database, and elementary updates, which specify the set-oriented application of a 
state transition, by means of input variables. Elementary updates and state transitions 
may be combined in sequences, to form transaction units and transactions. 

State Transitions 
The state of an active database evolves in time by means of state transitions. These are 
state changes with a twofold effect: they may alter the content of the passive database, and 
generate events. In addition, state transitions can have output variables, which contain 
the output of the transition. This happens, for example, in the case of a transition that 
creates a new object and returns as output the oid of that object, and in the case of a 
query. 

Definition 4: (Syntax) A state transition is an expression u( c, if), where cis an array 
of constants and fi is an array of output variables, with I 21~ 0, I fil~ 0. 

Definition 5: (Pre-Semantics) The execution pre-semantics of a state transition 
u(c,if) is specified by a ternary relation PSu(i!,Y), which contains tuples of the type 
((DEl, EEl), (DB2, EB2), 0), where (DEl, EEl), (DB2, EB2) are states of the ac
tive database and 0 is a ground substitution for the variables fi. In PSu(i!,fJ)> the pair 
(EEl, EB2) is such that if there are events in EB2 which were not present in EEl, their 
time stamp must be greater than the time stamp of any event in EEl (event generation 
is monotonic). 
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((DEl, EEl), (DE2, EE2), 0) E PSu(G,Y) intuitively means that the execution of u(c, Y) 
in the state (DEl, EEl) yields a new state (DE2, EE2) and binds the variables if to the 
values specified by the ground substitution 0. For state transition without output variables, 
0 is L. 

In the following, (DEl, EEl) is called the before state, (DE2, EE2) is called the after 
state, and() is called the output of u(c, Y). For the sake of brevity, we sometimes write bs 
and as, when (DEl, EEl) and (DE2, EE2) are understood. 

PSu(i!,ii) contains a tuple for every after state which can be obtained executing the state 
transition starting from each possible before state of u(c, if). Note that in many cases the 
execution of a state transition can lead to different after states obtained from the same 
before state; such a fact is represented by means of tuples with the same bs and different 
as. At the data level, if the different after states are equivalent according to Def. 3 this 
corresponds to the fact that two databases are the same up to OlD isomorphism (in object 
oriented databases). 

In contrast, when different as's are not equivalent w.r.t. ~, we have a truly non
deterministic state transition. 

The absence from PSu(i!,YJ of tuples with before state equal to (DEl, EEl) means that 
(DEl, EEl) is not a possible before state of u(c,Y). In other words, when applied to 
(DEl, EEl), u(C,Y) fails. 

Definition 6:(Semantics) The execution semantics of a state transition u( c, Y) is 
specified by a ternary relation /u(i!,Y) obtained from PSu(i!,ii) as follows : 

also in /u(i!,ii), the constraint on the pairs (EEl, EE2) must be satisfied : if there are 
events in EE2 which were not present in EEl, their time stamp must be greater than 
the time stamp of any event in EEl. 

We can view the application ofT as the particular way chosen by the real active database 
system to execute a state transition, when a state transition can produce many different 
but equivalent as's from the same bs. In this situation the system chooses only one of 
the possible sets of oids for the objects in the database, and this is expressed by the 
representative of the class containing all the equivalent as's, provided by T. In general, 
after the application of T we obtain a smaller relation, because all equivalent after states 
are collapsed into one after state. 

Examples of State Transitions 
For the purpose of illustration, we describe below a set of possible generic state transitions, 
w.r.t. a generic object oriented database. Notice that with c/J and 1/J we indicate f.o. formulas 
asserting a change in the database state. With (DEl, EEl) we indicates a valid before 
state. If the state transition is applied to an invalid before state, it fails. 

1. lcreate(c,s,o) ={((DEl, EEl), (DEl+ 1/J, EE2), (0/01 D))} 
2. lmodify(C.A,O,V) ={((DEl, EEl), (DEl+ c/J, EE2), ~)} 
3. /query(c,s,o) = {((DEl,EEl),(DEl,EE2),(0/0ID))} 
4. /commit= {((DEl,EEl),(DEl,EE2),~)} 
5. /rollback= {((DBl,EEl),(DEl,EE.2),~)}. 

1. A new object with initial state S is added to class C and assigned a certain OlD; 
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(0/0ID) binds the output variable 0 to OlD; EB2 is the eventbase state produced by 
the following EB updates: + + ( "create{C}", 0). 
2. The value V is assigned to attribute A of object 0 belonging to class C and the old 
value is no longer valid; EB2 is the event base state produced by the following EB updates: 
+ + ( "modify(C.A}", 0). 
3. Before database state (DBl) does not change after the state transition execution, 
( 0/0 I D) binds the output variable 0 to OIDs indicating objects in class C respecting 
selection conditionS (the aimed result of the query). EB2 is the eventbase state produced 
by the following EB updates: + + ( "query(C)", 0). 
4. A commit state transition simply adds a commit event to the event base with the EB 
updates: +("commit", "NULL"); as a consequence, deferred rules are allowed to start. 
5. A rollback state transition is very similar to a commit state transition, except for 
the event type rollback added to the event base. 

Elementary Updates 
State transitions can be applied in a set-oriented way, producing elementary updates. 

Definition 7: (Syntax) An elementary update is an expression u(x, if), where x and if 
are arrays of variables, with I xi> 0, such that for every ground substitution a ;f_L_ of x it 
holds that u(x, iJ)a is a state transition. Variables in x are called input variables, whereas 
variables in if are called output variables. 

Thus, an elementary update allows to express the bulk application of state transitions: 
the transitions to be executed are determined by a set of ground substitutions for the 
input variables of the elementary update. 

The (set-oriented) execution semantics 'Yu(i!,Y) of an elementary update u(x, if) is defined 
in terms of that of state transitions. First, we give the semantics of the special case 
u(x, if) l_. The intuitive meaning of such an expression is that an elementary update is 
evaluated, which misses the values for its input variables: such a case is considered a failure 
and its semantics is denoted by the empty relation, i.e., 'Yu(i!,Y).J.. = 0. In other words, for 
every possible before state, no valid after state is reached by executing u( x, if) l_. 

Now we can introduce the semantics of an elementary update with respect to a set of 
bindings ~for the input variables (possibly containing the empty substitution _L). 

Definition 8: (Semantics) Given an elementary update u(x, if) and given a set ~ = 
{ a1 ..• an} of ground substitutions for x, let ~i = ai ... a~ be one of the possible n! 
orderings of L The semantics of the set-oriented execution of u( x, if) with respect to ~ 
is given by the ternary relation 'Yu(i!,Y)'E defined as follows: 

'Yu(x,ii)'E 

n! 

r( U (Ihs,as.B~) X a~), 
j=l 

'Yu(i!,Y)ui 

IT9"fu(i!,ii)ui 

where: 

.BL • 'Yu(i!,ii)ui 

aL U IIo,Bf. 

Relation ,8~ contains the after states generated by the evaluation of the state transitions 
u(x,iJ)ai .. . u(x,if)a~, corresponding to the ordering ~i = af ... a~, whereas relation a~ 
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collects all the ground substitutions for the output variables produced in the sequential 
execution. 

Hence, Uj~1 (Ilbs,as.B~) X a~ produces all the possible after states that can be obtained 
by applying in an arbitrary order the tuple-oriented evaluation of u( x, Y)a; for each a; 
in I; and a set of bindings for the output variables that is the union of those generated 
by the tuple-oriented evaluations. It contains one tuple for each after state and output 
ground substitution generated by the bulk application of u(x, Y). In particular, if the bulk 
application of an elementary update is non-deterministic, i.e., if it yields different results 
for different orders Ej, then relation Uj~1 (Ihs,as.B~) X a~ cointains a set of tuples for each 
different order. 

Remind that the mapping r is obtained by composing r(l), which identifies the equiva
lence class of a state, and r<2>, that chooses the representing state of an equivalence class. 
When r is applied to a state transition, r(2) chooses the representing states in such a way 
that time stamp generation is monotonic (by definition of state transition semantics). 
When r is applied to elementary updates, r(2) is the same mapping applied to every state 
transition u( x, Y)a{, then the time stamp generation is still monotonic in an elementary 
update. Thus : 

Proposition 1: For each tuple in /'u(x,y)E, if there are events in EE2 which were not 
present in EEl, their time stamp is greater than the time stamp of any event in EEl. 

We say that an elementary update is set-oriented deterministic if its relation l'u(x,ii)E 

contains only one as for each bs. This fact happens when the elementary update generates 
many different but equivalent after states; the application of r (and thus the choice of the 
representative state) reflects the way chosen by the system to compute the elementary 
update. 

We prefix the term set-oriented to the word deterministic, because such an elementary 
update is not strictly deterministic, since different executions of the same elementary 
update on the same before state can follow different ways leading to equivalent after 
states. 

We say that the elementary update is set-oriented non-deterministic when, for each 
before state, /u(x,i/)E contains more than a tuple. This fact means that the elementary 
update can lead to more than one acceptable after state which are not equivalent, and 
the application of r cannot find a common after state for each before state. 

Note that, since the sequential execution is represented by the iterated composition 
of the relations corresponding to the state transitions (with the condition that the after 
state produced by the i - th transition must be a valid before state of the ( i + 1) - th 
one) lu(x,i!JE does not contain partial applications of u(x, Y), i.e.: 

Proposition 2: If, for some ordering Ej = a{ ... a~, some state transition u(x, Y)a{ 
fails, then Ilbs,as.B~ x a~ = 0 (i.e., no tuple corresponding to Ej appears in lu(x,ii)E)· 

Also, the lack of input bindings for some input substitution causes the entire set-oriented 
execution of an elementary update to fail, i.e.: 

Proposition 3: If j_E E, then {u(x,i!JE = 0. 
Thus, elementary updates are truly set-oriented: either they succeed for all the input 

substitutions or they fail. 
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Finally, by definition, if I ill= 0, it holds that IIO/u(x,Y)E = { ~ }, Vu(x, Y) and VI:. 

Note that a state transition can be considered as an elementary update applied to a 
singleton set of ground substitutions, i.e., u(c,Y) = u(x,Y)(x/C). Thus, from now on we 
will use relation /u(x,Y)E to represent the semantics of both elementary updates and state 
transitions. 

Examples of Elementary Updates 
Consider the update u(xi,yi) = create(C,x~,yi) (see Section 4.2 for its semantics) and 
the set of ground substitutions 2: = { (xi/TI), (xi/T2) }. 
Let l;I = ((xi/TI), (xi/T2)) be an order leading to the final state bs + 1/JI + 1/;2, and 
2:2 = ( (xi/T2), (xi/TI) ), an order leading to bs + ¢; + 1/J~. 

( 
{ (bs,bs + 1/JI + 1/J2,yi/oi) 

(bs,bs + 1/JI + 1/J2,ydo2) 
7 (bs,bs+¢~+1/J~,yi/o~) 

(bs,bs + 1/;~ + 1/;~,ydo~) 
{ (bs,bs+¢I+¢2,yi/oi) 

(bs,bs +¢I+ 1/J2,yi/o2) } 

because bs + 1/JI + 1/;2 bs + 1/;~ + 1/J~ and we suppose that T chooses bs + 1/JI + 1/;2 as the 
representative of the equivalence class; since for each before state /create(C,x,,yl)E contains 
only one after state, the elementary update is set-oriented deterministic. 

Let us consider now the update u(xi,x2) = modify(C.A,x~,A U x2) (see Section 4.2) 
and the set of ground substitutions 2: = { (xi/o~, xdei), (xi/oi, xde2) }. 
Let l;I = ((xi/oi,x2/ei),(xi/ol,x2/e2)), leading to the state bs +</>I+ <h, and 2:2 
((xi/ o~, xde2), (xifo~, x2/ ei) ), leading to bs + </>~ + </>~. 

( { (bs,bs +<!>I+ </>2,~) ) 
/modify(C.A,x 1 ,x2 )E = T (bs, bs + <J>; + </>~, ~) } = { (bs, bs + <f>I + </>2, ~) } 

because bs + </>I + </>2 ~ bs + <Pi + <J>; and we suppose that r chooses bs + </>I + </>2 as 
the representative of the equivalence class; since for each before state lmodify(C.A,x1 ,x2 )E 
contains only one after state, the elementary update is set-oriented deterministic. 

4.3 Complex Updates 

Transaction Units 
In this Section we introduce the notion of a transaction unit, i.e., a sequence of atomic 
updates possibly sharing variable bindings. 

Definition 9: (Syntax) A transaction unit TU(x) is a sequence ui (i;_, jJI), ... , un(f,., ifn), 
where: u; is an atomic update, i; is an array of terms 1f, the y; are possibly empty arrays of 
distinct variables, each variable in i; either appears in one Yi> with j < i, or is a variable 
of x. 

According to the above definition, a transaction unit may have only input parameters. 

, If u; is a state transition, i; is an array of constants Ci; otherwise it is an array of variables x;. 
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The reason for this will be clarified in Section 4.3. Moreover, for a transaction unit to be 
evaluable, the input parameters must be bound to constant values outside the transaction 
unit. The elementary updates that appear in the transaction unit have input (and possibly 
output) variables; each of them may draw the bindings for its input variables either from 
the global input variables x, or from the output variables of some elementary update or 
state transition that precedes it in the sequence. 

The execution semantics of a transaction unit with respect to a set I: of ground 
substitutions for its input variables is formally specified by a binary relation /TU(:i')E : 

Definition 10: (Semantics) Given a transaction unit TU(x) = u1 (-l;_, !11), ... , un(i',., Yn) 
and a (possibly empty) set I: of ground substitutions for x, the execution semantics of 
TU with I: is given by: 

/TU(:i')E flbs,asf3n, 

/u!(x,Y)e, 
Tie/3i 

where 

Relation /TU(X)E contains tuples of the form (bs, as), where bs is a possible before state 
of TU and as is an after state. These tuples are computed by executing the sequence of 
elementary updates and/or state transitions listed in the transaction unit; at intermediate 
steps, the bindings for the input variables Xi of an elementary update are given by the 
cartesian product of the projections over Xi of I: and of all the bindings computed at 
preceding steps. 
Since a join with an empty relation (corresponding to a failing elementary update) is 
empty: 

Proposition 4: If an elementary update or state transition u; fails, all the subsequent 
steps and hence the whole transaction unit fails. 

Since 0; = { l_} yields /u;(x;,y;)e; = 0 and thus /TU(:i')E = 0 : 

Proposition 5: If an elementary update u;(x;, y;) lacks the bindings for its input 
variables, because at some previous step an empty substitution has been returned for 
some of the x;, the whole transaction unit fails. 

Since time-stamp generation is monotonic, precedences among events generated by dif
ferent steps of the same transaction unit are not altered. Indeed, Definition 6 and Propo
sition 1 ensure that time-stamp generation in state transitions and elementary updates 
is monotonic. A transaction unit is obtained as a chain of elementary updates, then it is 
monotonic w.r.t. the time-stamp generation process. 

Proposition 6: In a transaction unit, the time-stamp generation process is monotonic. 

Example of Transaction Unit 
Consider the transaction unit 
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and the set of ground substitutions ~ = { (xdTb x2/T2), (xdT{, x2/T~)} (see Section 
4.2), in an active database. 
The evaluation of TU with respect to ~ proceeds as follows: first two objects, say o1, o~ 
are created in class Cl, with state T1,T{ and the bindings (y!/o1), (y!/oD are produced; 
then, two objects, say o2, o~ are created in class C2, with state T2, T~ and the bindings 
(y2/o2 ), (y2/o~) are generated. Finally, the oids of o1,o~ are added to the object-valued 
attribute A of both objects o2 , o~. Below we show the various steps of the computa
tion of the relation /TU(X)Ei to do that, we make use of the relations lcreate(C,x,,y!)E and 
/modify(C.A,x 1 ,x2)E of Section 4.2. 

{(xl/T1), 
(xl/T{)} 

I1x2 ~ X I1x2 IToih 

ITx,~ X {t} 
{(x2/T2), 
(x,jTD} 

ITy, ,y2 ~ x ITy, ,y, ITo fJ1 x lly, ,y2 ITo fJ2 
{'} x ITy, ,y, ITo fJ1 x ITy, ,y, ITo fJ2 

{(yl/o1, Y2/o2), 
(yl/o1, y,jo~), 
(yl/oi, Y2/o2), 
(yl/oi, Y2/o~)} 

'Ycreate(C!,x,,y,)e, = 
{(bs, bs + •h + .,Pi,yl/o1), 
(bs, bs + .P1 +.Pi, yl/oi)} 

f31 • 'Ycreate(C!,x2,Y>)El2 = 
{(bs, bs + !/J1 + ... + .,P~, Y2/oz), 
(bs, bs + .P1 + ... + 1/J~, yzlom 

f32 • 'Ymodify(C2.A,y,,Auy,)e, = 
{(bs, bs + 11>1 .. . .p~ + ¢1 ..• ¢~, •)} 

Note that, in the above transition unit, the elementary update modify( C2.A, y2 , AU y1 ) 

has no output variables; hence ITo/13 = { t }. 

Transactions 
A transaction T(x) is a sequence of transaction units, where x is a possibly empty array 
of input variables. 

Definition 11: (Syntax) A transaction T(x) is an expression TU1(xi), ... , TUn(xn), 
where: TU;(x;) is a transaction unit and each variable in x; appears in x, Vi= 1 ... n. 

Transactions are, together with Core rules (presented in Section 3.3), the fundamental 
units of computation of an active database. They are applied to an original state and, if 
their computation terminates, lead to a final state. During the computation of a trans
action, the active database system may react to the occurrence of events and trigger the 
execution of active rules. Anywhere in the execution of a transaction a rollback statement 
may be issued, whose effect is that of producing a final state of the active database that 
coincides with the original state. Conversely, if no rollback is issued and the computation 
of active rules terminates, the transaction is committed to a final state, which reflects the 
updates performed by the transaction and those made by the reactive system. 

The semantics of a transaction is intuitively represented by a binary relation that 
associates each original state to the set of reachable final states. 
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Definition 12: (Semantics) The execution semantics of a transaction T(x) with re
spect to an active database 1) and a set of ground substitutions 'E for xis given by the 
binary relation fT(i')E,V defined as follows: 

where 'E; = II:e):: and fv,i is the rule processing relation, formally defined in Section 5. 

We anticipate from next section that the rule processing relation fv, contains pairs of 
states (bs, as), in which as is the final state of a finite chain of states, each produced by 
the execution of an active rule, starting from bs. 

Relation rT(i')E,V contains all the tuples (sor,s) such that sis a final state of the 
computation of T(x)'E, starting from Sor· If any of the steps that constitute fr(x)E,V 
either fails or does not terminate, the computation of the transaction is undefined and 
relation rT(i')E,V contains no tuples corresponding to the original state Sor· 

Given a state Sor of the active database and a transaction T, we call rule starting 
point of the computation of T starting from Sor a state s such that, for some i, s E 

IIash'TUI(x,)E, o fv,I o ... o ITU,(x;)E; o fv,;), i.e., sis one of the after states produced by 
a transaction unit TU;. 

The execution of a transaction comprising a sequence of n transaction units proceeds 
as follows: the first transaction unit TU1 is executed, with the original state Sor as before 
state. If the execution of the transaction unit does not fail, the first rule starting point is 
reached, from which rule processing is started. Rule execution may lead to a state in which 
no other rule is applicable; we call such a state quiescent. If a quiescent state is reached, 
the second transaction unit is executed on such state. Thus, the successful execution of 
a transaction comprising n transaction units goes through n rule starting points, each 
corresponding to the after state of one transaction unit. The computation proceeds in 
this way, by alternating transaction unit execution and reactive processing, until the final 
transaction unit is executed. Normally, this is a commit statement, which provokes events 
of type commit to be added to the event base, which in turn ensure that also deferred rules 
can be triggered in the final activation of the rules (see Section 3.4). Anyway, after the 
last transaction unit, rule processing is awakened for the last time and the quiescent state 
eventually reached is the after state of the transaction. This coincides with the original 
state, if the event base contains an active occurrence of the rollback event. 

The reason for disallowing the passage of variable bindings from one transaction unit 
to another is that the execution semantics of transactions consisting of multiple units is 
such that rule processing is activated between the execution of two subsequent units; thus, 
variable bindings computed by a former unit may no longer correspond to the content of 
the database, when used by a subsequent unit. 

5 ACTIVE RULE EXECUTION SEMANTICS 

Active rule semantics can be thought of as the representation of the execution of a for
ward chaining production rule system, which in turn is very similar to the bottom-up 
computation of a logic program in a deductive database. 

However, the case of active rules is complicated by the notion of time, which is totally 
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absent from the context of traditional production rule systems (such as OPS5), or deduc
tive systems. Time arises in active databases mainly in two contexts: in the treatment 
of events, and in the awakening of rule computation. If we want to represent active rule 
semantics by means of some kind of fixpoint, the computation of such fixpoint, and the 
involved data structures, we have to take time into account. 

We propose a data structure, called tracepoint, which can be regarded as an extension 
of the notion of state of the active database, with the purpose of capturing the additional 
information needed to represent transaction execution semantics. 

Definition 13: A tracepoint is a quadruple of the form: (sa., s, r, ry), where 

• Sar = ( D Bar, E Bar) is the original state. 
• s = (DB, EB) is the current state. 
• T is a set of pairs { (R, 8 1)}, where R is an active rule and 81 is a set of non

empty ground substitutions for the variables y1 in the event part of R; we call T the 
triggering set (also called conflict set), because it contains all the rules triggered by a 
given eventbase instance, along with the possible variable bindings computed by the 
triggering process. 

• 17 is a pair (R, 8 3 ), where R is an active rule and 8 3 is a set of non-empty ground 
substitutions for the variables X3 in the action part of R. We callry the fire set, because 
it contains the rule R to be fired and the variable substitutions that actually give the 
ground instantiations of the action part needed to fire such a rule. 

5.1 Elementary Production Step 

The basic step of the computation of an active database system is called Elementary 
Production Step {EPS) and is modeled by a binary relation EPSv, analogous to the 
relation defined by the Immediate Consequence Operator used in the fixpoint semantics 
of deductive databases. 

Given an active database 1J, EPSv associates an input tracepoint to a (possibly empty) 
set of tracepoints, which represent all the possible states produced by the process of firing 
a single rule and executing all the rules possibly triggered by it. A possible execution 
trace of the reactive system is represented in E P Sv as an ordered set of tuples such 
that the second value of one tuple equals the first value of the subsequent one. Then, a 
terminating computation is represented by a finite such chain, whose last element has no 
possible successors in EPSv. This is formally captured by the notion of trace fixpoint, 
defined below. 

Definition 14: A tracepoint (sar, s, r, 17) is said to be a trace fixpoint for 1) if 
,tl (sar,s',r',ry') such that ( (sa.,s,r,ry),(sa.,s',r',ry')) E EPSv. 

Thus, no further rule execution is possible, when the rule processing system enters a 
state corresponding to a trace fixpoint. Based on EPSv, the semantics of the execution 
of a set of rules is given by the rule processing relation, defined below. 
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Definition 15: Given an active database V, the rule processing relation fv is the 
binary relation defined as follows: 

(bs, as) E rv ¢? :3 T, T1, Tf, r/ ( ( (son bs, T, ry), (son as, T1, rt') ) E EPSv 
1\ (son as, r', rt') is a trace fixpoint of EP Sv ) 

where EPSv is the transitive closure of EPSv. 

Thus, fv contains tuples of the form (bs,as), in which as is the final state of a finite 
chain of tracepoints starting from bs. As anticipated in the previous section, we call as a 
quiescent state to emphasize that reactive processing comes to an end when the state as 
is reached. If rule processing, started in state bs, does not terminate or produces a failure, 
then relation fv contains no tuples of the form (bs, as). 

The elementary production step is the sequential execution of three steps, called trig
gering, consideration and execution. Correspondingly, the relation that describes it is 
obtained by sequentially composing ( o) three relations, each describing a single step and 
by taking only distinct tracepoint pairs: 

Definition 16: Given an active database V, EPSv is a binary relation defined as fol
lows: 

((sons;,T;,Tf;),(sonSj,Tj,Tfj)) E EPSv ¢?-

((sons;,T;,ry;), (sor,Sj,Tj,Tfj)) E TSv o CSv o ESv 1\ (sj =f. s; V Tj =f. T; Vry; =f. Tfj) 

where TSv, CSv and ESv are the binary relations defined in Section 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, 
respectively. 

5.2 Rule Triggering 

Rule triggering is the process of matching the active events stored in the event base with the 
event part of rules, to see which rules are activated. Rule triggering is done by performing 
a query on the eventbase for each rule. 

The semantics of rule triggering is represented by the binary relation TSv defined below. 

Definition 17: Given an active database V, TSv is a binary relation between trace
points defined as follows: 

( (sons;, T;, Tf;), (sor, Sj, Tj, Tfj)) E TSv ¢?-

( rollback E EB; 1\ (DEi = DBon EBi = 0, Tj = 0, Tfi = 0)) V 

(rollback ¢ EB; 1\ ((son Sj, Tj, Tfj) E tsv( (sons;, T;, ry;)))) II 

According to this definition, relation TSv contains a tuple ((sons;, T;, ry;), (sor, Sj, Tj, Tfj)) 
if s; does not contain an active occurrence of the rollback event and (son Sj, Tj, Tfj) is a 

liThe notation "rollback" E EB; is a shorthand for the statement: "the query 3x, y, z event{x, "rollback", 
-, y, z} is satisfied in EB;". An analogous definition is assumed for the statement "rollback" ¢ EB;. 
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INPUT: an active database D = (DB, EB, R); a tracepoint (sor. s, r, TJ); 
OUTPUT: a new tracepoint. (* R the set of Core rules *) 
BEGIN 

T := 0; 
FORALL R IN R DO 

E>1 := IT3abs=s"Y ebq(li,J; (*Evaluate event query*) 
IF E>1 f' 0 THEN 

FORALL ()1 IN 81 DO 
T := T U (R, lh) 

END (* FORALL*) 
END (*IF*) 

END (* FORALL *) 
RETURN (sor. s, r, TJ) 

END. 

Figure 2 The Triggering Operator tsv. 

possible output of an operator tsv, applied to (sor. s;, r;, TJ;). Tracepoints corresponding 
to event base states containing an active occurrence of the event rollback are treated in a 
special way: the subsequent tracepoint is uniquely defined as the one having the current 
DB state equal to the original one and empty EB instance (the EB is empty after a 
rollback command since we are considering the case of single transaction), set of triggered 
rules and fire set. As shown in Fraternali and Tanca (1993), this ensures the termination 
of the computation. 

In tsv, the event query formulas of all rules are synchronously evaluated on the input 
EB instance. The outcome of such evaluation is then used to determine the new triggering 
set. 

Figure 2 shows the computation of r; the evaluation of the event part of a rule deter
mines a set 0 1 of substitutions, one for every different combination of events that triggers 
a rule.** Then, if 0 1 f= 0, a pair (R, 0 1) is added to the triggering set of every 01 E 0 1 • 

Note that, if ebq is a closed formula, then 0 1 = {t}, i.e. the void substitution (which is 
a substitution with 0 arity), if ebq is true; otherwise, 0 1 = 0. 

5.3 Rule Consideration 

After the set of triggered rules has been determined, rule consideration evaluates the condi
tion part of triggered rules to select one for which the condition expressed by db/ebq( x2 , ih) 
is satisfied. Such a rule will be executed in the current run of the Elementary Production 
Step. In addition, rule consideration performs event consumption, if required. 

The semantics of rule consideration is represented by the binary relation CSv defined 
below. 

**81 is obtained as the projection on the third argument of those tuples of relation "'ebq(ih) (the result 

of the event query), whose before state is equal to the input state of the algorithm. 
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Definition 18: Given an active database V, CSv is a binary relation between trace
points defined as follows: 

( (sor,S;,T;,r/i),(sor,sj,Tj,T/j)) E CSv {:} 

(r;(=Tj)=0 1\ Sj=S;/\ TJj=0)V 
(r; =I 0 1\ (son Sj, Tj, T/j) E csv( (sor, s;, r;, ry;) )) 

According to the above definition, CSv associates to an input tracepoint with empty 
triggering set an output tracepoint with empty fire set and the same state. Otherwise, 
CSv contains the tuples computed by applying an operator csv, illustrated in Fig 3. 

The operator csv consists of a cycle whose goal is to choose one rule to be executed. 
The selection is performed by picking one triggered rule and by testing for the satisfaction 
of its database query formula db/ebq(x2,y2). The picking is done by a procedure Choose, 

which selects non-deterministically one of the triggered rules. tt Each considered rule 
is removed from the set of triggered rules, independently of the outcome of condition 
evaluation. 

For every picked rule, consideration is done by evaluating the ground query obtained 
by applying the variable bindings o~, if it exists (81 =I t), to db/ebq(x2, Y2)· The bindings 
computed by such a query are represented by the set of variable substitutions 0 2 • 

The outcome of condition evaluation is the fire set, i.e., the set of ground substitutions 
03 that satisfy both R's event and the condition formula. 

After the evaluation of the condition, event consumption is carried out, if required in 
the Core rule, by executing the eventbase update ebu(x2) with the binding 8~, if it exists. 
This ensures that the right triggering events are handled, in a way that complies with the 
rule consumption mode and granularity. 

The consideration cycle ends when either all triggered rules have been considered with
out success or a rule is found whose condition holds, i.e., the fire set is non-empty. 

5.4 Rule Execution 

When the consideration step produces a non-empty fire set, the selected rule is executed 
by performing the sequence of update blocks in its action side. In analogy with the case 
of transactions, after the execution of each update block, rule processing is awakened, by 

recursively applying the Elementary Production StepH. Conversely, if the consideration 
step produces an empty fire set, rule execution trivially returns the input tracepoint as 
output. Such a behavior is captured by the following definition. 

Definition 19: Given an active database V, ESv is a binary relation defined as follows: 

HProcedure Choose may be based on rule's priorities expressed in the Core rules, e.g., it may non
deterministically select one of the triggered rules with highest priority. 

++However, differently from the case of transactions, only recursive immediate rules must be awakened 
after the execution of an update block in the action side of a rule. In Section 3.4, we have illustrated a 
technique for the translation of EECA rules that achieves this goal. 
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INPUT: an active database 1J = (DB, EB, 'R); a tracepoint (sons, r, 'fl)i 
OUTPUT: a new tracepoint. 
BEGIN 

'f/ := 0; 
REPEAT 

(R, fh) :=Choose(r); T := T- (R, lh); (*Pick next candidate*) 
WITH RDO 

82 := fhabs=•'Ydbqjebq(i!,,~)O,; (*Evaluate condition *) 
03 := rri!. ( {lh} X 02); (* Compute bindings for action side *) 
s := IT2abs=s'Y ebu(i!,)O,; (* Consume events, if required *) 

END (*WITH*) 
UNTIL 0 3 =f. 0 V T = 0 (* Rule found or no more candidates *) 
IF 83 =f. 0 THEN 'f/ := (R, 83) END (*IF*) 
RETURN (sons, r, 'fJ) 

END. 

Figure 3 The Rule Consideration Step. 

( (sor,s;,T;,'f/;),(soroSj,Tj,TJj)) E ESv ¢} 

(TJi = 0 1\ (sor,Sj,Tj,TJj) = (sons;,T;,TJ;)) V 

(TJ; =f. 0 1\ ( (so.,s;,r;,TJ;),(sonSj,Tj,TJj)) E ( Q'i;;l1'YTU;(i!3;)e3 o EPSv) O"jTUn(i!3n)e.) 

where§§ 

• TJ; = (R, 0 3 ), i.e., R is a rule that must be executed and 0 3 is the associated set of 
ground substitutions for the action side variables; 

• TU1 ..• TUn are the update blocks that appear in the action side of R. Note that the 
first of these update blocks must contain the eventbase update that expresses event 
consumption, in those Core rules that have it in the action part. 

e Q represents the iterative application of the composition operator o. 

According to the above definition, ESv is the identity relation, if no triggered rule 
has passed the consideration step and is ready to fire and hence the fire set computed 
by the consideration step is empty. In this case, rule processing reaches a quiescent state. 
Otherwise, ESv is a relation that represents the actual execution phase. 

The action part of the selected rule is executed by applying the ground substitutions 
03 in the fire set. Update blocks are executed in the order in which they appear in the 
rule action. Action execution proceeds in this way, by alternating update block execution 
and rule processing, until the final block is executed. 

§hn the definition, with an abuse of notation, the symbol o is used to compose relations between tra
cepoints with relations between states, by implicitly considering a state s equivalent to a tracepoint 
(sor, s;, 0, 0), and a tracepoint (s 0., s;, r;, rJ;) equivalent to a state s;. 
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Note that the final EB instance may be non-empty: in this case some events, either 
present in the input EB instance or generated during reactive processing, are still pending, 
since they have not been processed by any active rule. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented a review of the most significant dimensions that define the 
behavior of rules of an active database and a semantic model of database updates and 
transactions in an environment where active rules can be autonomously executed by the 
database system during transaction processing. 

The proposed model can be used to capture the semantics of rules from most existing 
systems, provided that such rules are at first translated into an intermediate format, called 
EECA language, and in a second time into a uniform target format, called Core language. 
This translation requires to identify the choices taken by an active database system with 
respect to the proposed semantic dimensions. 

The semantics of Core rules is then given, together with the semantics of updates and 
transactions, by means of a unique execution model capable of expressing the behavior of 
rules featuring a wide spectrum of sophisticated primitives. 

The proposed model will be used to investigate many important issues concerning active 
rules, like their expressive power, termination and determinism. 
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emp updated emp 

name age salary manager name age salary manager 

John 22 2000 Frank John 22 2000 Frank 
Fred 35 4000 Frank Fred 35 4400 Frank 
Frank 29 4000 Jack Frank 29 4000 Jack 
Bob 31 5000 Jack Bob 31 5500 Jack 
Jack 28 5200 Tony Jack 28 5200 Tony 
Tom 32 3800 Frank Tom 32 4180 Frank 

a) b) 
new updated emp 

name age salary manager 

Fred 35 4400 Frank 
Bob 31 5500 Jack 
Tom 32 4180 Frank 

c) 

Figure 4 Star burst : a) the emp relation; b) The updated emp relation; c) the new updated 
emp relation. 

APPENDIX 1 A COMPARATIVE EXAMPLE 

In this section we want to show how our semantic model can be applied to a practical 
case in order to model the different behaviours of different systems. 

In the following sections we will consider three systems, i.e. Starburst, which is a rela
tional set-oriented database, Postgres, that is also a relational database, but its behaviour 
is not set-oriented, and Chimera, an object oriented and set-oriented database. The same 
example is adopted, to put in evidence the differences among the considered systems. 

Let us now describe the example. The table in Figure 4.a is the initial state of the 
database. The emp relation contains data about employees, that is name, age, salary and 
manager. We want the system to compute the following transaction : select the employees 
older than 30 and increase their salary by 10%. 

Not every new salary is valid : the company the employees belong to do not want the 
salary of an employee to be greater than his manager's salary. This is a constraint that 
can be checked by introducing a rule, which checks, for each updated employee, if his/her 
salary does not overtake the manager's salary, and if it is so, produces a warning towards 
the operator. 

In our example, three tuples are affected by the transaction : those related to the 
employees Fred, Bob and Tom; the relation after the update is shown in Figure 4.b. Notice 
that all the three modified tuples violate the constraint. Thus, the active mechanism must 
put the rule in execution. 
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APPENDIX 1.1 Starburst 

In this section we consider the Starburst version of our example. Star burst is a relational 
set-oriented database, based on SQL. The transaction assumes the following form : 

begin transaction 

update emp 
set salary= salary*1.1 
where age > 30 

commit 

Notice that the transaction is composed of one SQL update statement. 
The rule StarbursLverify_salary is defined as follows. 

create rule Starburst_verify_salary 
when updated emp.salary 
if ( select salary for new updated emp X ) > 

(select salary from emp Y where X.manager = Y.name 
then print( "employees", X.name, " earn too much" ) 

This rule does not modify the emp table; it only prints a message alerting the operator 
that some employees do not respect the constraint. 

In Starburst every rule execution is delayed to the transaction end and the system is 
also set-oriented; that means that in our example rule execution starts as an effect of the 
commit instruction; at this time the relation is up to date already. For this reason, the 
rule can see as instance of the so called new updated emp relation the relation in Figure 
4.c . Such a relation contains only the tuples modified by the transaction. The rule checks 
the constraint joining the new updated emp and the whole emp relation (up to date). 

Remember that Starburst is set-oriented, so the rule is executed only once, and only 
one message is printed. 

employees Fred Bob Tony earn too much. 

Let us start now modeling the behaviour according to our update model. 

/update emp 

/TU()E 

I commit 
rv 

{ (bs, bs + 1/JFred, t), 
(bs, bs + 1/JBob, t), 
(bs, bs + 1/JTom, t)} 

{(so,so + 1/JFred + 1/JBob + 1/JTom)} 
{ (si, SJ + 1/Jcommit)} 
{ (scommit, Scommit + 1/JEB)} 

At first, we provide the semantics of the update instruction, by means of the relation 
/update emp· This relation contains three tuples, one for each tuple update performed by 
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the system. Notice that 1/JFred is the f.o. formula which asserts that the new state differs 
from the previous state for the new value of attribute salary in Fred's tuple (the reasoning 
is similar for 1/JBob and 1/JTom)· In Starburst, operations do not provide output variables, 
so the third field of the relations is always the void substitution L 

We use bs to indicate a generic before state which is valid for the application of the 
update indicated by the f.o. formula. The set oriented execution produces a result which 
is obtained as the composition of the three single updates. 

In our example the transaction unit is formed only by the update instruction, then the 
transaction unit is modeled by the provided relation /TU()E· Notice the use of the state 
s0 , that indicates the actual initial state of the transaction. 

After the execution of the transaction unit, the commit instruction is typed. The commit 
instruction can be considered as a transaction unit, because it modifies the EB generating 
commit events; such events allow delayed rules to be executed. The commit transaction 
unit is described in the relation lcommiti the notation s1 stands for the state produced 
by the update transaction unit, while the f.o. formula 1/Jcommit indicates that the EB is 
changed as a consequence of the commit instruction. 

After the execution of the commit instruction, the triggering mechanism starts. The 
execution of the rule is modeled by relation fv; note that the f.o. formula 1/JEB indicates 
that only the EB has been modified by the rule execution; in fact the rule has consumed 
the triggering events, but has not produced new events. Notice the use of the state Scommit, 

that indicates the state after the commit transaction unit execution. 

Finally the r T()E,V modeling the whole transaction is obtained by composing the three 
previous relations. Looking at the composition formula is immediatly comprehensible that 
the active mechanism is activated only once at the end of the transaction. Also notice 
that the tuple indicates the initial state of the transaction and the state obtained at the 
end of the transaction. 

fr()E,V /TU()E 0 I commit 0 fv 
{(so, So+ 1/JFred + 1/JBob + 1/Jrom + 1/Jcommit + 1/JEB)} 

APPENDIX 1.2 Postgres 

Postgres is based on the QUEL language, but the aspect of the transaction is not so 
different w.r.t. the SQL transaction of Starburst; notice the different style used for relation 
names (all capital letters). 

begin transaction 

replace EMP ( salary 
where EMP.age > 30 

commit 

salary* 1.1 ) 

Moreover, the rule Postgres_verify_salary is different, because it refers explicitly to the 
modified tuple (with the keyword NEW) or to the state of the tuple prior to the modifi
cation (with the keyword CURRENT). 
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EMP (1) EMP (2) 

name age salary manager name age salary manager 

John 22 2000 Frank John 22 2000 Frank 
Fred 35 4400 Frank Fred 35 4400 Frank 
Frank 29 4000 Jack Frank 29 4000 Jack 
Bob 31 5000 Jack Bob 31 5500 Jack 
Jack 28 5200 Tony Jack 28 5200 Tony 
Tom 32 3800 Frank Tom 32 3800 Frank 

EMP (3} 

name age salary manager 

John 22 2000 Frank 
Fred 35 4400 Frank 
Frank 29 4000 Jack 
Bob 31 5500 Jack 
Jack 28 5200 Tony 
Tom 32 4180 Frank 

Figure 5 Postgres : ( 1) the EMP relation after the first tuple update; (2) the EMP 
relation after the second tuple update; (3) the EMP relation after the third and final 
tuple update. 

define rule Postgres_verify_salary 
on replace to EMP.salary 
where NEW.salary > EMP.salary and 

EMP.name = NEW.manager 
then do 

print ( "employee", NEW.name, "earns too much." ) 

In fact, although relational, Postgres is not set-oriented at all, because the triggering 
mechanism starts after every tuple update and the rule can see only the tuple updated 
immediately before its execution. 

'Yreplace Fred 
'Yreplace Bob 
'Yreplace Tom 

{ (bs, bs + tPFred, t)} 'YTU,()E 
{ (bs, bs + tPBob, t)} 'YTU2 ()E 
{ (bs, bs + tPTom, t)} 'YTU3 ()E 

fv, {(st,s1+tPEB1 )} 

fv2 { (s2, S2 + tPEB.)} 
fv3 {(sa, Sa+ tPEB3 )} 

{(so, So+ tPFred)} 
{ (s~, s~ + tPBob)} 
{ (s~, S~ + tPTom)} 

In our model the triggering mechanism can start only between a transaction unit and 
the following one, then every Postgres update is modeled as a separate operation corre
sponding to a transaction unit. The states of the EMP relation after each of the three 
transaction units are represented in Figure 5.a, Figure 5.b and Figure 5.c respectively. 
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Then we provide the semantics of the three updates, by means of the three distinct re
lations I replace Fred, I replace Bob and I replace Tom. Notice again the use of the generic 
bs state; it indicates every state which is valid for the application of the f.o. formula 'lj;Fred 

(or 'lj;Bob or 1f;rom)· Also in Postgres, operations do not provide output variables, so the 
third field of the relations is always the void substitution ~. 

As each single tuple update corresponds to a transaction unit, applying them to three 
particular states the following relations describing the three different transaction units 
are obtained. Notice that here we have chosen one of the possible orderings of execution 
of the three tuple updates. This is non-deterministic in Postgres (probably based on the 
physical order of the tuples in the actual database?). Notice also the use of the three 
states s0 (which indicates the initial state of the transaction), s~ (that indicates the state 
after the first execution of the rule), and s~ (which indicates the state after the second 
execution of the rule). 

The three rule executions are modeled by the three relations fv., fv2 and fv3 • Again 
notice the use of the three states s1 (the state after the execution of the first transaction 
unit), s2 (the state after the execution of the second transaction unit), and s3 (the state 
after the execution of the third transaction unit). 

Finally, the commit command is typed. The commit instruction can be considered as a 
transaction unit, because it modifies the EB. 

The commit transaction unit is described in the relation lcommiti the notation s~ 
stands for the state produced by the third execution of the triggering mechanism, while 
the f.o. formula 1f;commit indicates that the EB is changed as a consequence of the commit 
instruction. 

I commit 
fr()E,V 

{ (s~, S~ + 1f;commit)} 

/TU,()E 0 fv, 0 /TU 2 ()E 0 fv2 0 /TU3()E 0 fv3 0 /commit 
{(so, So+ 'lj;Fred + 'lj;EBt + 'lj;Bob + 'lj;EB2 + 'lj;Tom + 'lj;EB3 + 'lj;commit)} 

Then the relation rT()E,V describing the whole transaction is obtained by composing 
the seven previous relations in the correct order. Notice that looking at the composition 
formula it is immediate to see that the triggering mechanism is executed three times, that 
is after each transaction unit, each corresponding in our model to one tuple update in 
Postgres. 

As a result of the execution, we show the three different messages that are printed, one 
for each rule execution. 

employee Fred earns too much. 
employee Bob earns too much. 
employee Jack earns too much. 

Again, we want to stress that the result is strongly based on the order in which tuples 
are stored in the relation EMP. If tuples were stored in another order (not necessarily in 
this example) the final result could be different. 
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APPENDIX 1.3 Chimera Version 

Chimera is an Object Oriented, Active and Deductive database. As it is object oriented, 
we talk of the emp class, and each object in the database is identified by a unique OlD 
(object identifier); the class emp is shown in Figure 6.a . The Chimera programming 
language is completely different from the other two ones considered here, because it is 
based on the first order logic. Moreover the instructions are specialized, i.e. there is an 
instruction for the selection and an instruction for the updates, and so on. For these 
reasons, the aspect of the transaction is completely different from the previous ones. 

begin transaction; 

select(X where emp( X), X.age > 30), modify(emp.salary, X, salary*1.1); 

commit; 

In Chimera a single execution unit is called transaction line. Variables can be passed 
from an instruction to the following instructions in the same transaction line. Variables 
exist only in the transaction line. 

Then, in our example the transaction contains one transaction line, composed by the 
selection of the objects we want to update and the update of these objects; the variable 
X is used to pass the objects from the first to the second operation. The state of the emp 
class after the execution of the transaction line is in Figure 6.b . 

Let us now show the rule Chimera_verify_salary. Notice that the condition is expressed 
by means of a formula. In this formula the predicate occurred binds the variable X to the 
objects affected by the specified event. Since the trigger is declared as consuming, the 
predicate occurred returns the objects not considered by previous executions of the rule. 

define immediate consuming trigger Chimera_verify_salary 
events modify( emp.salary ) 
condition 

occurred( modify( emp.salary ), X), 
emp( M ), Y.manager = M.name, Y.salary > M.salary 

actions 
display( Y ), print(" earn too much.") 

end; 

I' modify( emp.salary, X, salary*l.l) 

l'select(X) 

/'TU()E 
rv 

{ {bs, bs + 1/I(X), t)} 
{ {bs, bs, {X/45} ), 

{bs, bs, {X/23} ), 
{bs,bs,{X/694})} 

{{so, so+ 1/1( 45) + 1/1(23) + 1/1(694))} 
{ {sr, sr + 1/!EB)} 
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emp emp 

OlD name age salary manager OlD name age salary manager 

3 John 22 2000 Frank 3 John 22 2000 Frank 
45 Fred 35 4000 Frank 45 Fred 35 4400 Frank 
91 Frank 29 4000 Jack 91 Frank 29 4000 Jack 
23 Bob 31 5000 Jack 23 Bob 31 5500 Jack 

1042 Jack 28 5200 Tony 1042 Jack 28 5200 Tony 
694 Tom 32 3800 Frank 694 Tom 32 4180 Frank 

a) b) 

Figure 6 a) The Chimera emp class; b) The Chimera emp class after the transaction 
unit execution. 

The semantics of the select instruction is provided by the relation lselect(X)· The 
selection creates bindings for the output variable X, then the third field in the relation is 
not the void substitution but a substitution for X. 

Also notice that the selection operation does not change the state of the database. 
Moreover, the semantics of the modify instruction is provided. Notice that the we use a 

parametric f.o. formula 1/J, which indicates that object with OlD specified by X is updated. 
During the execution of the transaction line, the OIDs bounded to X are passed to the 

modify instruction. A transaction line corresponds to a transaction unit in our model, 
and the execution of the transaction unit is described by the next relation, Notice the use 
of the state s0 , which indicates the initial state of the transaction. 

Chimera is truly set-oriented, then the triggering mechanism starts only after the trans
action unit has been executed. The relation fv shows the semantics of the triggering 
execution, applied to the state s1 , that is the state after the execution of the transaction 
unit. With 1/JEB we indicate that only the EB is modified by the execution of the rule 
Chimera_verify_salary. 

After the execution of the transaction unit and the consequent rule execution, the 
commit instruction is typed. The commit instruction can be considered as a transaction 
unit, because it modifies the EB generating commit events; such events allow delayed rules 
to be executed (delayed rules are allowed in Chimera and are called deferred rules, but in 
our example we do not use them). The commit transaction unit is described in the relation 
lcommiti the notation s~ stands for the state produced by the update transaction unit, 
while the f.o. formula 1/Jcommit indicates that the EB is changed as a consequence of the 
commit instruction. 

/commit = {(s~,s~ +1/Jcommit)} 

Finally, the execution semantics of the whole transaction is obtained by composing the 
three previous relations. 

fr()E,V /TU()E 0 fv o /commit 
{(so, So+ 1/J( 45) + 1/J(23) + 1/J(694) + 1/JEB + 1/Jcommit)} 
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Chimera is set-oriented, then the rule produces only one message, because it has been 
executed only once. 

Fred 
Bob 
Tom 

earn too much. 
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Questions & answers 
Question []: 

If an action is a decoupled transaction, a visible, inconsistent state is possible. 
Answer [G. Psaila]: 

This is beyond the scope of our paper. 


